99 LIFE HACKS TO MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER!

shialabeowulf:

USE A (CLEAN) DUSTPAN TO FILL A CONTAINER THAT DOESN'T FIT IN THE SINK
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LITTLE...
USE A STAPLE REMOVER TO SAVE YOUR FINGERNAILS WHEN TRYING TO ADD THINGS TO YOUR KEY RING.
PLACE A RUBBER BAND AROUND AN OPEN PAINT CAN TO WIPE YOUR BRUSH ON, AND KEEP PAINT OFF THE SIDE OF THE CAN

RUB A WALNUT ON DAMAGED WOODEN FURNITURE TO COVER UP DINGS
CUT OPEN TOILET PAPER ROLLS AND USE AS A CUFF TO SAVE YOUR WRAPPING PAPER AND KEEP IT FROM UNROLLING
KIDS FALL OUT OF BED?

1 FITTED SHEET + 1 POOL NOODLE
USE A HANGING SHOE RACK TO STORE CLEANING SUPPLIES

(AND KEEP THEM AWAY FROM THE KIDS)
USE A CAN OPENER TO OPEN BLISTER PACKS AND AVOID CUTTING YOURSELF.

USE BREAD CLIPS TO SAVE FLIP-FLOPS WITH SPLIT HOLES
USE TOOTHPASTE TO CLEAR UP HAZY CAR HEADLIGHTS
A CHEAP AND (ALMOST) FREE DUST PAN/SCOOP
CLEAN OUT AN OLD LOTION BOTTLE FOR YOUR BEACH BAG AND PUT YOUR PHONE, MONEY, AND KEYS IN IT FOR SAFER KEEPING AT THE BEACH.
USE NAIL POLISH TO IDENTIFY DIFFERENT KEYS
USE A SODA-POP TAB
TO OFFSET HANGERS AND SAVE SPACE IN YOUR CLOSET

TURN AN OLD BOTTLE INTO A SIMPLE LITTLE CORD HOLDER
TO GET THE BUILT UP RESIDUE OFF OF YOUR SHOWER HEAD, TIE A BAGGY OF VINEGAR AROUND A SHOWER HEAD. LEAVE IT THERE OVER NIGHT, AND IT WILL CLEAN EVERYTHING OFF WITH NO WORK.

PUT A STOCKING OVER THE END OF A VACUUM TO FIND TINY ITEMS LIKE EARRINGS
I bet you hate opening knots as much as the next guy. 
Hint: Don't try to pull from under the knot...

DAMMIT!

...instead twist the loose end as much as possible...

...and push!

Awesome!
DORITOS ARE GREAT FOR KINDLING IF YOU CAN’T FIND ANY

USE A MUFFIN TIN TO SERVE CONDIMENTS AT A BBQ

(IT WILL ALSO HELP YOU CUT DOWN ON DISH WASHING)
TAKE AN OLD CD SPINDLE AND TURN IT INTO A BAGEL TOTE

PUT A WOODEN SPOON ACROSS A BOILING POT OF WATER TO KEEP IT FROM BOILING OVER
Good Sandwich Guide

1. Overlap
   Nothing in corners

2. 

TURN ON YOUR SEAT WARMER
TO KEEP PIZZA HOT WHILE DRIVING HOME
NEED AN INEXPENSIVE COOKBOOK HOLDER?

TRY A PANTS HANGER

PUT PANCAKE MIX IN A KETCHUP BOTTLE FOR A NO-MESS EXPERIENCE
USE UNSCENTED DENTAL FLOSS TO CUT CAKES, CHEESES, AND OTHER SOFT SOLIDS PERFECTLY
PUT YOUR STRAW THROUGH THE TAB TO KEEP IT FROM RISING OUT OF YOUR DRINK
FOR CRUNCHY TACO SHELLS, TURN YOUR MUFFIN PANS UPSIDE DOWN,

SPRAY WITH COOKING OIL AND BAKE TORTILLAS FOR APPROXIMATELY 10 MINUTES AT 375 DEGREES
Hold Oreos with a fork so your fingers don't get messy when dunking them.

Never lose your remotes again!
Hiding your emergency money, helpful on vacation

Sick of having a box full of tangled cords?
Use a bread tab to hold your spot on a roll of tape

Use Velcro strips on your common items to keep them where you want them!
If you're at a hotel and run out of chargers, the tv usually has a usb plugin
Take the annoying sliver of soap from an almost used up bar and stick it onto a new bar.
Keep a square of cardboard in a ziplock bag with you to protect small, important documents like checks from rain and keep them uncreased.
If you need to pee or smoke at a bar, placing your coaster on top of your drink is universal bar language for, "I'm coming back." Prevents you from losing your drink and seat.

Need a Flathead Screwdriver? Basic power plugs usually fit medium and large-sized screws.
Drill holes in the bottom of our garbage can to make putting in & taking out bags much easier -- no suction issues

Use your cellphone light underneath a water bottle to make a lantern that distributes light better than the direct beam
The one trip trick: 50 pounds of groceries and living on the 5th floor

To stop receiving marketing email, filter by the word "unsubscribe"
Fly always down? Put a keyring on the zipper and slip it over the button when you put on pants. Never again.
Enter Passcode

The Beatles
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Use an accented letter as your passcode. No one will ever be able to guess it.
Want to take a quick nap on transit but are afraid of your bag getting stolen?

Use a squeeze-ketchup bottle top with your Shopvac to clean your keyboard, phone microphone or other nook on an electronic device.
How to keep your cat from unrolling toilet paper
When heating leftovers, space out a circle in the middle, it will heat up much more evenly.
Don't burn yourself in those hard to reach candles, light a stick of spaghetti and light the wick with that.
Put a small amount of water in a glass when you microwave your pizza to keep the crust from getting chewy.
Use a spring from an old pen to keep your charger from bending, and breaking
Paint the bottom of the sliding glass door lock white to see if it's locked from afar.
Use a piece of paper to organize parts during disassembly.

Use half of a pool noodle to protect your car door from slamming against the garage wall.
Use a Magnet to Find Nails and Studs in Your Wall

Put coffee in an ice tray so when you make an ice coffee it doesn't get watered down
After popping microwave popcorn, separate the opening of the bag just enough for the unpopped kernels to fall out and shake upside down over the bowl or the trash.
Take pictures of friends holding items you've lent them with your iPhone, so you will remember down the road.
Quick and easy iPhone speaker

Turn an empty six-pack into a outdoor dining kit.
Take a picture of places you need to go when traveling in countries with low English skills.

Use a pencil case or sunglasses case to store your cables in your backpack or suitcase.
No cupholder? No problem.
Use a clothespin to hold a nail whilst hammering...

To make BLT’s, or any toasted sandwich, place 2 slices of bread in a single toaster slot. This way, the bread gets warm and toasty on the outside, but stays soft and chewy on the inside.
A frozen, saturated sponge in a bag makes an icepack that won't drip all over when it melts.
How to Make:
Brownie in a Mug

What Do I Need Besides the Mug?

1/4 cup sugar
1/4 cup flour
2 tbsp cocoa
pinch of salt
2 tbsp
Olive Oil
2 tbsp
100% NATURAL SPRING WATER
3 tbsp
Ice cream (optional)

Instructions:

Add all dry ingredients
Add oil & water
Put it in the microwave
Cook for 1 min 49 sec

Mix until...
It's consistent

Take it out it's hot
Add ice cream

Enjoy your Brownie in a Mug!

If you ever need to stop and ask directions, skip the gas station and find a pizza delivery place.
If your cat loves to sit on/in front of your computer, flip the top of a board game box upside down and set it off to the side. Boxes are like magnets for cats.
Use binder clips to fix broken keyboard feet
To remove the stem from strawberries, use a straw.
When moving, pack heavy items, like books, in a rolling suitcase. Boxes are hard to carry and tend to tear when they're too heavy.

Accidently shutdown your computer? Just save this file as a .bat on your desktop. Click it when you accidently shutdown to abort the shutdown!
Clever trick for the crib when they grow out of it

How I always know which headphone is the left one, even without looking.
Ghetto Accessory - Silencer

Disables all audio output, including media and alarms (except boot sound).

Just salvage an audio jack from a broken pair of headphones, earbuds, etc.
TIRED OF EXTENSION CORDS UNPLUGGING?

TIE THEM TOGETHER!
Use bread clips to label and organize power cords.

Bake cupcakes directly in ice-cream cones – so much more fun and easier for kids to eat.
A comb makes the perfect nail holder.

Take a picture of your fridge, and you’ll never struggle to remember what you need to buy at the grocery!
Fill plastic water bottles a quarter of the way full and lay on the sides and put into freezer. This way when frozen you can fill with water and have ice cold water on the go.

Wrap a wet paper towel around your beverage and put it in the freezer. In about 15 minutes it will be almost completely ice cold.
Wonderful. Best five minute read ever.

ksaar ➔ Maureen Cooper • 18 days ago
5 Mins? It took me longer since I stopped to clean my headlights and drilled holes in my trash cans. I feel productive now lol

busterhyman ➔ ksaar • 17 days ago
I'd like to drill a hole in your trashcan!

Chris ➔ busterhyman • 12 days ago
Cheeky ;)

Bio Zepp ➔ ksaar • 15 days ago
I did the same thing. Went out and cleaned my headlights then came back and read the rest. LOL

Jacob White ➔ Bio Zepp • 12 days ago
water and a little soap somehow also works.

sixholdens ➔ Jacob White • 12 days ago
Soap doesn't not contain abrasives like toothpaste so won't polish out the minute scratches headlights get after a few years smacking bugs.

Sam ➔ ksaar • 18 days ago
I can't wait to try some of this stuff myself!!!!

Clarence Pants ➔ Sam • 7 days ago
Problem being I've kinda forgotton them already, I think i have to put my shoes in the microwave whilst putting all my tangled wires on my head.

Teddi Wilhoit ➔ ksaar • 10 days ago
Did the same thing here. Really works!!

Sierra Vail ➔ ksaar • 7 days ago
I made a brownie. 😊
Maureen Cooper replied:

I made a brownie. =P

Linnette Gomez replied:

agreed :-)

Daniel Setréus commented:

Aint no body got time fo that.

Maureen Cooper replied:

got bronchitis? getting you a pop?

Michael Quinn commented:

I didn’t grab no shoes or nothin’ Jesus.

I RAN for my life!

Comment_Book_Guy commented:

"I thought I smelled somebody barbecuing, but then I said oh Lord Jesus it's a fahr"

Sophie O’connor commented:

Grammatically incorrect. Assuming what you meant to say is: 'nobody has time to do any of that.' What you just said means 'everybody has time to do that.' Also the word 'for' has an 'r' on the end

Dimitar Burgatov commented:

You trolling, sophie? or just plain stupid?! And yes I know, the word You should have a "'re" at the end. (Also it's 'AT the end', not 'ON the end') - Point is, when you want to make a comment online, check that what you’re correcting isn’t a reference for something, such as... say... the infamous *Ain't nobody got time fo that* video, watched and loved by millions.

Actually no, it would not be 'you're'. Since you're asking if she's trolling rather than stating that she is, it would be 'Are you trolling
Sophie?', not 'You're trolling Sophie?'

Point is, when you correct someone's grammar, even your own, make sure your correction is correct.

31 1 Reply Share

seb 13lack12ose311  16 days ago

Hahahaha...

You fell into your own trap. Since you seem to be hell-bent on being an arse, we'll take a look at what you wrote.

The question, 'Are you trolling Sophie?' would suggest that we're asking a second party whether or not they are trolling a third party called Sophie.

If we want to ask Sophie whether or not she's trolling another person, we need to add a comma after 'trolling', right?

At the end of the day, when you tell someone to check their grammar before correcting someone else's grammar, you should... check... your... own... correction... first.

I think it's clear that Sophie was just trolling. However, you were genuinely attempting to correct someone else.

I'm not going to say that my grammar is 100% perfect but you shouldn't be making an elementary mistake like leaving out the comma.

32 1 Reply Share

Susan Ruffaner Gahagan  seb  15 days ago

Yinz are giving me a headache.

16 1 Reply Share

Shana Needs Adrink  Susan Ruffaner Gahagan  15 days ago

What part of Picksburgh are you from?

6 1 Reply Share

Teresa Mackey  seb  14 days ago

Your statement should have read: "I'm not going to say that my grammar is 100% correct, but you shouldn't be making an
elementary mistake like leaving out the comma" which is EXACTLY what you left out! Comma after "but" since both parts of the sentence can stand alone as a sentence! Kind of elementary, my dear!

Teresa Mackey • 12 days ago

Actually, the comma would be before "but."

Teresa Mackey • 14 days ago

As my omitting the comma doesn't affect the meaning of the sentence in any way, it would be nitpicking to say that I have to insert a comma.

In her case, she has to insert a comma or the whole meaning of the sentence changes.

The usage of commas where the meaning of the sentence doesn't change is widely debated and open to interpretation. In contrast, the area I highlighted is not really open to debate at all, is it?

Teresa Mackey • 12 days ago

To help your argument with comma usage, take these sentences for example.

1. I helped my uncle Jack off a horse.
2. I helped my uncle Jack, off a horse.

There's two completely different meanings for each sentence. LOL

Teresa Mackey • 14 days ago

Technically the correct way to write that sentence would be: "Sophie, are you trolling?".

Teresa Mackey • 13 days ago

Two sides of the same coin, mate.

Jean-Luc H Ulmer • 13 days ago

Fuck English. Science bitch!
http://weknowmemes.com/wp-cont...

Mikool J Koridtisidsi ➔ seb • 10 days ago
SHUT THE FUCK UP

Danica Grade 7 bic boi ➔ seb • 8 days ago
okay one thing you're all idiots that need to go back to elementary school and re-learn grammar geez! _-_-*

Danica Grade 7 bic boi ➔ seb • 8 days ago
okay one thing you're all idiots that need to go back to elementary school and re-learn grammar geez! _-_-*

Kylie Ann Alvarado ➔ seb • 9 days ago
I say who the hell cares?

Elias Hajjar ➔ Dimitar Burgatov • 17 days ago
Actually in this case you would say it's 'ON' the end of the word, not 'AT' the end of the word. Using 'AT' would give the impression of adding AFTER the word.
For example:
'ON' = you're.
'AFTER' = you re.
Get my drift Dimitar Burgatov? Not so smart now are you.
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Looks like he used the cornmeal treatment on his nethers. Hope it doesn't fall off.

That bulge of his looks very abnormal. A sock in his bulge is what it looks like.

agreed, but the rest of his body looks very nice. I don't care if it's real or not because I'm just looking, but very pleasant on the eyes :)

If you think that's a sock, I feel sorry for you. And much sorrier for whoever you are intimate with. There is nothing out of ordinary parameters going on in the front of his underwear.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v...
**"Not so smart now, are you?"**

Chelsea Weiss → Sophie O'connor • 17 days ago

Lol...slow down, grammar police! He was quoting a wildly popular youtube video. Search "Sweet Brown" on youtube, and don't be so quick to lash out next time.

Catherine Joyner → Sophie O'connor • 16 days ago

I hate grammar police, if you understood what he was saying then he got his point across

sixholdens → Catherine Joyner • 16 days ago

Someone correcting them online may be the only time their grammar is pointed out to them as wrong. How else will they learn?

Mae Wilborn → sixholdens • 13 days ago

I would hope they were taught in school. That isn't something addressed just once or twice in school but every year of their schooling.

sixholdens → Mae Wilborn • 12 days ago

Teachers are too busy teaching the multitude of required tests to bother with teaching the course work.

Actually they do teach such things, problem is no one at home cares if they learn it and since those at home didn't finish school, they don't practice it either.

Kasey Rose → sixholdens • 5 days ago

That's bull. I was taught proper grammar in school!

Freeman Dryden → sixholdens • 7 days ago

People in grass houses shouldn't stow thrones: PRACTICE is a NOUN; the VERB is PRACTISE
Most people here are American, mate. American English doesn't give parameters for that, and it's definitely not taught in schools.

Great! worse after, five years later, no one will know how to write! Nice way of thinking!

Your language wasn't so perfect either. Though I daresay it's considerably better than my French would be.